IEEE COMMUNICATIONS SOCIETY
SLATE OF CANDIDATES
FOR 2019 ELECTION

VICE PRESIDENTS

VP – Technical & Educational Activities
Stefano Galli
Xuemin (Sherman) Shen

VP - Member & Global Activities
Nei Kato
Ricardo Veiga

VP – Conferences
Stefano Bregni
Mark Karol

VP – Publications
Robert Schober
Michele Zorzi

MEMBERS-AT-LARGE

AP REGION  (1 will be elected)
Koichi Asatani
Zhisheng Niu

**EMEA REGION  (1 will be elected)**

Ana Garcia Armada
Fabrizio Granelli
Fambirai Takawira

**AMERICA (LA/NA) REGIONS  (2 will be elected)**

Chi-Ming Chen
Sudhir S Dixit
Ashutosh Dutta
Carlos Lozano Garzon
Robert Heath
Guoliang (Larry) Xue